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Why did the Ancient Maya change their way of life? 

• Identify, locate and describe the region of the world in which Maya people live and explain using a range of 
sources of evidence what the landscape, climate and natural vegetation of this area is like 

• Identify describe and provide reasons to explain the occupations of modern Maya people 

• Refer to primary evidence to identify and describe the lost jungle cities of the Maya and reach a judgement as to 
their purpose, justifying their reasoning 

• Understand through explanation the purpose of the ancient Maya city of Chichen Itza 

• Describe the system of terraced farming used by the Maya in mountainous areas and explain why this method 
helped to stop the precious soil being eroded or washed away.  

• Infer using reasoning and informed judgement the purpose of a range of ancient Maya artefacts – including stone 
carvings, hieroglyphs, clay and stone pottery and figurines and ornaments – justifying their conclusions.  

• Explain the social and religious importance of the Maya ball game pok-a-tok 

• Evaluate and synthesise a range of ideas to reach a judgment as to the likely cause of the gradual abandonment 
of the Maya jungle cities and justify their conclusions.  

An investigation into different aspects 
of the Maya civilisation of Central 
America, which reached its zenith 
around AD 900, allows pupils an 
opportunity to appreciate the 
achievements of a society that existed 
contemporaneously with the late Anglo-
Saxon period and the impact of the 
Vikings in Britain. 
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Not taught this half term.  
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 Christmas Card Art - Gustav Klimt 
The children will design, create and 
evaluate a Christmas card inspired by 
the work of Gustav Klimt. 
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Project – Rainforest themed buzzer wire game Skill - Adding circuits, switches and buzzers to a design. 

The children will create a buzzer game 
in small groups, using lots of resilience 
and patience to ensure the buzzer is 
connected correctly and fulfil its 
purpose. 
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HEALTH, WELLBEING AND LIFESTYLE 
• I can describe ways technology can affect healthy sleep and can describe some of the issues 
• I can describe some strategies, tips or advice to promote healthy sleep with regards to technology 

Share ideas and opinions about what 
is safe online as a class. 
 
Debate about Social Media age limits 
and why they are in place. 
 
Discuss consequences of being 
unsafe online and why ‘too much’ 
technology can affect our lives in a 
negative way. 
 
Discuss why sleep and reserving 
energy is so important.  
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Living things and their habitats 

• Know about the life and work of Sir David Attenborough 

• Know about the life and work of Dame Jane Goodall 

• Learn about Sexual reproduction 

• Describe the life cycles of a mammal, bird and reptile 

• Describe the life cycle of an insect and amphibian 

• Learn about asexual reproduction 
Animals including humans 

• Know about life cycles 

• Know about the human reproductive organs 

• Explore gestation periods 

• Describe the changes which happen in childhood 

• Understand changes which happen in adolescence 

• Describe the changes as humans develop to old age 

To research lots of various life cycles 
and plot them out independently. 
 
Learn all about David Attenborough 
and his inspiring work, evaluating and 
discussing some of his famous quotes. 
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Classroom Jazz 1 

Enjoy the practical elements of 
Charanga by singing, using 
instruments and listening and 
evaluating examples of Rock Music. 
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Time in the city 
2a In the city 
2b Christmas shopping 

Enjoy Spanish through speaking, 
listening and writing as we cover the 
topics: about features of a City and 
Christmas shopping. 
 
Children will hold short conversations 
with each other surrounding the topic 
content. 
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Hockey 

• Pupils should continue to apply and develop a broader range of skills,learning how to use them in different ways 
and to link them to make actions and sequences of movement. 

• They should enjoy communicating, collaborating and competing. 

• They should develop an understanding of how to improve in different physical activities and sports and learn how 
to evaluate and recognise their own success. 

• Pupils should be taught to use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination. 

• Pupils should be taught to play competitive games, modified where appropriate and apply basic principles suitable 
for attacking and defending. 

Lots of fantastic activities will be 
completed during this Term’s Hockey 
unit including: 
Dribbling  
Passing  
Receiving  
Tackling  
Creating and using space  
Shooting  
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Living in the wider world – Economic Wellbeing - Money 

• about the different ways to pay for things and the choices people have about this 

• to recognise that people have different attitudes towards saving and spending money; what influences people’s 
decisions; what makes something ‘good value for money 

• to recognise that people make spending decisions based on priorities, needs and wants 

• different ways to keep track of money 

• about risks associated with money (e.g. money can be won, lost or stolen) and ways of keeping money safe 

• to identify the ways that money can impact on people’s feelings and emotions 

Lots of class discussion surrounding 
money and spending and various 
scenarios focused on ‘right and wrong’ 
 
BARCLAYS – Money management 
video. 
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Islam -Should religious teachings affect our laws today? 

• explore Islamic beliefs about the Qur’an as the word of God 

• explain how and why the Qur’an is a source of guidance for life for a Muslim 

• explain the impact of believing that the Qur’an is divine revelation  

• describe and explain what Muslims believe when they describe Muhammad (pbuh) as the seal of the prophets  

• explain how and why Muslims might commemorate the Night of Power 

• describe and explain a variety of ways that Muslims might show respect for the Qur’an – and how this symbolises 
their respect for God 

• explain how the teachings of the Qur’an might influence the actions and choices of a Muslim  

• discuss where people might look to for guidance about how to live – consider a range of sources of wisdom and 
authority 

• suggest when and why people might want guidance about how to live •  

• discuss who or what has guided them in their own beliefs, values and commitments 

• reflect on what ‘ultimate authority’ might mean for them 

Written work, class discussions, 
scrapbook work and the aid of videos 
and research online will be used to 
discover and learn all about this RE 
unit. 


